Can Probability Maps of Swept-Source Optical Coherence Tomography Predict Visual Field Changes in Preperimetric Glaucoma?
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PURPOSE. To determine the usefulness of swept-source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT) probability maps in detecting locations with significant reduction in visual field (VF) sensitivity or predicting future VF changes, in patients with classically defined preperimetric glaucoma (PPG).

METHODS. Of 43 PPG patients, 43 eyes were followed-up on every 6 months for at least 2 years were analyzed in this longitudinal study. The patients underwent wide-field SS-OCT scanning and standard automated perimetry (SAP) at the time of enrollment. With this wide-scan protocol, probability maps originating from the corresponding thickness map and overlapped with SAP VF test points could be generated. We evaluated the vulnerable VF points with SS-OCT probability maps as well as the prevalence of locations with significant VF reduction or subsequent VF changes observed in the corresponding damaged areas of the probability maps.

RESULTS. The vulnerable VF points were shown in superior and inferior arcuate patterns near the central fixation. In 19 of 43 PPG eyes (44.2%), significant reduction in baseline VF was detected within the areas of structural change on the SS-OCT probability maps. In 16 of 43 PPG eyes (37.2%), subsequent VF changes within the areas of SS-OCT probability map change were observed over the course of the follow-up.

CONCLUSIONS. Structural changes on SS-OCT probability maps could detect or predict VF changes using SAP, in a considerable number of PPG eyes. Careful comparison of probability maps with SAP results could be useful in diagnosing and monitoring PPG patients in the clinical setting.
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Glaucoma is an optic neuropathy characterized by retinal ganglion cell (RGC) degeneration that leads to visual field (VF) loss.1 Thinning of retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness is an early sign of glaucoma, and a significant reduction in the number of RGCs can occur before VF defect is detected.2–7 As imaging modalities have evolved, clinicians have frequently faced early-glaucoma diagnostic challenges with patients whose structural examinations are characterized by suspicious glaucomatous-change findings (e.g., RNFL thinning or enlarged cupping) but for whom the results of functional examination are uncertain. Recently, the term “preperimetric glaucoma (PPG)” has been coined to define glaucomatous eyes that, notwithstanding the characteristic structural changes, lack VF loss based on conventional standard automated perimetry (SAP).

The structure–function relationship in glaucoma has been a focus in many studies.8–15 The report by Hood et al.14–19 summarizing the data from optical coherence tomography (OCT) macular and disc cube scans allows for direct comparison with the results of VF tests.14–19 This commercially available method (which is available in all countries where equipment and software are purchased) provides probability maps based on swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) RNFL and macular-structural imaging analysis, on which maps the structural changes are superimposed with the SAP VF locations. With these maps, the damaged area detected by SS-OCT can be compared directly with possible VF damage, topographically. And as SS-OCT has evolved, provision of wide-field RNFL maps for use with probability maps has become possible.

Preperimetric glaucoma patients have, according to the definition of their condition, structural changes but also functional changes not meeting the conventional criteria of abnormality. However, according to the probability maps provided by Hood et al.,14–19 there might be functional changes that correspond to structural changes but that might nonetheless go undetected, due to the small area of examination or to functional-test sensitivity and/or specificity limitations. Thus, we hypothesized that VF areas corresponding to probability map–indicated structural changes have either significant reduction in baseline VF sensitivity or subsequent VF changes arising during the follow-up period.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the VF test points vulnerable to structural change using SS-OCT probability maps and to determine these maps’ usefulness for detection of significant reduction in baseline VF sensitivity or prediction of future VF changes, in patients with PPG.
Methods
Participants
For this longitudinal study, we enrolled patients with PPG (45 eyes). All of the participants had visited the Glaucoma Clinic of Seoul National University Hospital from August 2014 through May 2015 and been enrolled in the Macular Ganglion Cell Imaging Study, an ongoing prospective study designed in 2011. The study protocol, approved by the institutional review board of Seoul National University Hospital, adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Each participant underwent a comprehensive ophthalmic examination, including a medical history review, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, IOP measurement using Goldmann applanation tonometry, gonioscopy, disc examination using a 90-diopter (D) lens, color fundus, and disc photography as well as red-free fundus photography (DX-10; Kowa Optimated, Tokyo, Japan), SAP 24-2 testing (Humphrey Field Analyzer; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA), and SS-OCT (DRI-OCT-1 Atlantis, Topcon, Tokyo, Japan).

The PPG diagnosis was made based on the presence of one or more localized RNFL defects corresponding to characteristic glaucoma optic disc changes defined on stereo disc photography as an inter-eye cup-to-disc (C/D) ratio difference >0.2, increased cupping (>0.7 vertical C/D ratio), neuroretinal rim thinning, notching, or excavation. Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thinning, notching, or excavation. All of the disc and RNFL glaucoma optic disc changes defined on stereo disc photography images were evaluated by two glaucoma specialists (YKK, JWJ) in a masked fashion. Discrepancies between the observers were resolved by consensus or adjudication by a third glaucoma specialist (KHP). Patients were required to have an SAP result not meeting the conventional criteria of glaucomatous VF at the initial examination. Eyes with glaucomatous VF defects were defined as those with a cluster of three points with probabilities <5% on the pattern deviation map in at least one hemifield, including at least one point with a probability of <1%, or those with a cluster of two points with a probability of <1%, and a glaucoma hemifield test (GHT) result outside 99% of age-specific normal limits or a pattern standard deviation (PSD) outside 95% of normal limits. All VF defects were confirmed on two consecutive reliable tests.

The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) PPG in one or both eyes at the first clinic visit, (2) no history of IOP-lowering treatment use, (3) follow-up examination attendance every 6 months for at least 2 years, and (4) no treatment or treatment with only topical medications during the follow-up period. Additionally, patients to be included in the study had to have a best-corrected visual acuity of 20/40 or better, spherical equivalent refractive errors between -6.0 and -6.0 D, cylinder correction <3.0 D, and an open anterior chamber angle. All of the SS-OCT images referenced had an image quality score of 50 or better. For cases in which both eyes met all of the eligibility criteria, one eye was randomly chosen as the study eye.

Wide-Field Swept-Source Optical Coherence Tomography: Hood Report
All of the patients underwent SS-OCT imaging performed by one experienced technician. Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) measurement and macular ganglion cell analysis were performed according to the right-eye orientation.

With regard to SS-OCT, the wide-field scan protocol was applied to obtain the wide-field RNFL thickness map. Thereby, it was possible to obtain images of the macular and optic nerve head regions in a single scan, for a total acquisition time of only 1.3 seconds. The 12 × 9 mm scan comprised 256 B-scans, each in turn comprising 512 A-scans, for a total of 131,072 axial scans/volume.

With the built-in analysis software (version 9.30; Topcon, Tokyo, Japan), the RNFL boundary was automatically segmented and the RNFL thickness throughout the scan was calculated. The RNFL thickness map was generated within the 12 × 9-mm field area with color scales corresponding to numeric RNFL thickness measurements. A macular ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer (GC-IPL) thickness map within a 6.0 × 6.0-mm2 macular area also was generated. With this wide-scan protocol, a “3-dimensional wide glaucoma report with VF test points (Hood report)” could be generated. This report provides the RNFL probability map and macular GC-IPL probability map, which are drawn according to corresponding thickness maps by comparing the patients’ thickness values with those of an age-similar healthy normative database and overlapping them with VF test points SAP 24-2 and SAP 10-2, respectively. The wide-field scan protocol set the center of image acquisition between the disc and macula as the default, and the probability map could be generated based on the normative database obtained by the same method. The probability maps indicate the significance level of a continuous color scale from green (P > 0.1) to dark red (P < 0.001), yellow, red, and dark red indicating probabilities of 0.05, 0.01, and <0.001, respectively. In this study, we determined structural changes on probability map according to the yellow and red VF test point significances (P < 0.05).

Definitions of Visual Field Changes on Standard Automated Perimetry
Unlike the case of glaucomatous VF defect, which was defined at the time of glaucoma diagnosis, we arbitrarily defined VF change at baseline and during follow-up. VF change at baseline was defined as the presence of VF test points on the pattern deviation map with probabilities <5%; VF change during follow-up was defined as the presence of VF points deteriorating more than the lower 5th percentile of test–retest variability of baseline sensitivities depicted on the Guided Progression Analysis (GPA) follow-up maps. VF changes were evaluated at each baseline point. VF progression was determined according to the Early Manifest Glaucoma Trial (EMGT) criteria. The GPA software provides a plain-language report of “possible progression” if two consecutive fields show that the same three or more points changed from the baseline, or “likely progression” if three consecutive fields show change at the same three or more points, based on the EMGT progression criteria.

In this study, “likely progression” or “possible progression” were considered to indicate VF progression.

Definitions of Topographic Agreement
We arbitrarily defined topographic agreement between SS-OCT probability maps and VF tests as more than two VF points being within the areas of structural change on the SS-OCT probability maps. In addition, the following ratios were calculated for determination of topographic matching between SS-OCT probability maps and VF tests.

Number of damaged VF points overlapped in both SS OCT and VF test
Number of VF points damaged in SS OCT probability map or VF test
Number of damaged VF points overlapped in both SS OCT and VF test
Number of VF points damaged in SS OCT probability map

Statistical Analysis
From the enrolled PPG eyes’ probability maps, we calculated the frequency of each VF test point showing structural
changes. Also, we obtained the distribution for the vulnerable zone that showed a high frequency of structural change on the probability map. From the baseline SAP 24-2 and GPA during the follow-up period, we calculated the frequency of each VF test point showing VF changes.

Among the enrolled eyes, the prevalence of significant reduction in baseline VF sensitivity as well as the prevalence of VF changes shown (in the GPA analysis) within the structural changes on the probability maps were calculated. The prevalence of topographic agreement, as defined above, also was calculated. For comparison between the structural changes on the probability maps and the VF changes, the RNFL probability map was used.

All of the statistical tests were performed using PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

RESULTS

Of 43 patients with PPG 43 eyes were included in the analyses. Initially, 120 glaucoma patients were selected, and 74 patients showing glaucomatous VF damage (perimetric glaucoma) were excluded. Then, three PPG patients who were not followed-up on for more than 24 months were excluded. Table 1 summarizes the demographic characteristics of the enrolled patients. The mean age was 58.23 ± 10.64 years. The baseline mean MD and PSD were 0.14 ± 1.29 and 1.80 ± 0.47 dB, respectively.

Distribution of Structural Changes on Probability Map of Swept-Source Optical Coherence Tomography in Preperimetric Glaucoma Eyes

The frequency of structural change on the RNFL probability map is plotted in Figure 1A. The VF points with a frequency of over 20% (red) are shown in superior and inferior arcuate patterns near the central fixation. The frequency of structural change on the GC-IPL probability map, meanwhile, is plotted in Figure 1B. The VF points with a frequency of over 20% (red) are shown near the central fixation.

Visual Field Change Detection on Probability Map of Swept-Source Optical Coherence Tomography

Figures 2 and 3 (Cases 1 and 2) and Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 (Cases 3 and 4) show representative cases in which PPG patients’ VF changes were detected in the areas of structural change on SS-OCT probability maps. In 19 of 43 PPG eyes (44.2%), significant reduction in baseline VF was detected in the areas of structural change on the SS-OCT probability maps (Cases 1–4). In 16 of 43 PPG eyes (37.2%), VF changes noted in the GPA analysis during follow-up occurred in the areas of structural change on the SS-OCT probability maps (Cases 2–4). During the follow-up, seven eyes (16.3%) showed VF progression in the GPA analysis.

Topographic Agreement

Topographic agreement between SS-OCT probability maps and VF test is summarized in Table 2. In five of 43 PPG eyes (11.6%), topographic agreement between locations with

A. RNFL probability map

B. GC-IPL probability map
Case 1 of a 69-year-old man with PPG in right eye. The wide-field SS-OCT RNFL thickness map clearly showed inferotemporal RNFL defects. VF changes in baseline SAP were shown within the areas of the SS-OCT RNFL probability map’s structural change (blue squares). VF points showing decreased sensitivity at baseline SAP were marked on the SS-OCT probability maps as colored circles. Only 24-2 SAP was performed in this study. The 10-2 VF points shown in the figure were generated automatically with the SS-OCT built-in software.
significant reduction in sensitivity at the baseline VF test and areas of structural change on the SS-OCT probability maps was shown. In eight of 43 PPG eyes (18.6%), topographic agreement between VF changes noted in the GPA analysis during follow-up and areas of structural change on the SS-OCT probability maps was shown.

Distribution of Visual Field Changes on Standard Automated Perimetry

The frequency of VF changes on SAP is plotted in Figure 4. Figure 4A shows the frequency of VF changes at the baseline SAP, and Figure 4B indicates the frequency of VF
changes detected in the GPA analysis during the follow-up period.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we evaluated VF test points vulnerable to structural change with SS-OCT probability maps, and we determined the usefulness of those maps in detecting VF changes in PPG patients—a group of patients for whom management is highly subjective and challenging. To our knowledge, this is the first study to apply commercially available SS-OCT probability maps to PPG patients.

Some reports show that VF defect progresses during follow-up in approximately 50% to 60% PPG patients, though results vary with follow-up duration. For the purposes of diagnosis and prediction of VF progression in such PPG patients, recent studies have evaluated the usefulness of advanced OCT technology. Zhang et al. reported that the Fourier-domain OCT parameters at the baseline visit, especially those affecting the macula (focal loss volume of RNFL+GC-IPL parameter), can predict the development of glaucomatous VF loss in PPG patients. Recently, our group reported on the usefulness of the SS-OCT wide-field RNFL thickness map in distinguishing eyes with PPG from healthy eyes.

With the advent of newer technology, there have been efforts to topographically compare abnormal regions as seen on OCT with those observed in VFs. The structure–function relationship has been a focus in many studies; Hood et al., for example, recently developed a probability map (the Hood report) that makes possible the comparison of local RGC and RNFL loss with local loss in VF sensitivities. In this respect, newly developed SS-OCT and its wide-field scan protocol can show a 12 × 9 mm-wide area, including the optic disc and macula, on a single-page printout. With this wide-field scan, probability maps can be generated. Using SS-OCT probability maps, we endeavored to examine the structure–function relationship in PPG patients.

Our study revealed that the SS-OCT probability map could detect significant reduction in baseline VF sensitivity as well as predict the future progression of those changes. Although topographic concordance between the probability map and the corresponding SAP result was not statistically confirmed and frequency maps were not clearly matched, baseline VF changes or decreased sensitivity relative to the baseline VF were detected in the area of the SS-OCT probability maps' structural changes in a significant number of PPG patients. This result can be interpreted in two ways.

**A. Baseline SAP – VF changes**

**B. SAP GPA Analysis – VF changes**

![Figure 4](http://arvojournals.org)
First, PPG usually has been diagnosed according to the classical definition of VF change, fine VF changes not meeting the classical definition for perimetric glaucoma generally being ignored; however, such VF changes are meaningful if they topographically match the probability maps. Recently, one group, considering the diagnosis of “glaucoma” in cases where OCT probability plots show an abnormality in a region corresponding to a defect seen in the VF reported that with this criterion, glaucomatous damages are often missed during clinical evaluation. Analysis of integral structural and functional relationships in early glaucoma will continue to be needed into the future. Preperimetric glaucoma (PPG) might prove to be an artificial definition of very early glaucoma, and if so, a change in the concept of PPG will be necessary.

Second, SS-OCT probability maps can be predictive of subsequent VF change. In most patients, anatomic damage can be detected earlier than functional damage. Swept-source OCT probability maps can detect very early glaucomatous damage at the cusp of being detectable on an SAP test. Significantly therefore, they can identify glaucoma patients who have progressed from PPG to perimetric glaucoma.

Recently, the macular inner retinal structures, including parameters related to the GC-IPL, have been successfully used to evaluate glaucoma status in the clinical setting. In addition, many studies have shown the glaucoma-diagnostic performance of GC-IPL parameters to be comparable to or better than that of RNFL parameters. In the present results, the overlapped four red VF points common to the RNFL and GC-IPL probability maps (Figs. 1A, 1B) were distributed in superior arcuate patterns near the fixation. Those vulnerable VF points in PPG eyes coincided with the macular vulnerable zone (MVZ) of Hood as well as with the inferior macular GC-IPL reduction area in studies of Kim et al that evaluated the temporal relationship between macular GC-IPL and circumpapillary RNFL loss.

Several points need to be considered when interpreting the results of the current study. First, the definition of VF change and topographic agreement between SS-OCT probability maps and VF test were arbitrary. In light of the long-term fluctuation of VF results, identification of significant reduction in baseline VF sensitivity based only on a one-time baseline VF test can be questioned. Also, in GPA analysis, it might be considered controversial to define VF change as the point at which significant sensitivity changes are observed relative to the baseline for each test, as the false-positive value might be high. For these reasons, the topographic relationship at each VF test point between the probability map and the SAP results might not be statistically significant. Future studies with large numbers of SAP results will be needed in order to define more reliable VF changes. Second, because the VF test points in the present study were distributed sparsely, the early RNFL defects passing between the VF points might not have been detected by the VF tests. Third, in this study, we compared the RNFL probability map only with SAP 24-2, because we did not obtain the SAP 10-2. But it is well known that the macular GC-IPL probability map is related to the central VF; therefore, its comparison with SAP 10-2 would be more suitable for evaluation of fine central VF changes. Further study comparing the GC-IPL probability map with SAP 10-2 would be needed. Fourth, because the software does not provide the objective probability values of each pixel, determination of structural change according to only color change at the VF point could be ambiguous. Further, results could vary with VF point size. Fifth, although the SS-OCT provided a wide 12 X 9-mm scan, no assessment was made of VF points outside the probability maps. With this map, evaluation of the nasal step part, where field change occurs frequently, is impossible.

Despite these limitations, the structural changes on the SS-OCT probability maps could detect or predict, in considerably PPG eyes, the VF changes using SAP. Careful comparison of SS-OCT probability maps with SAP VF test results could be key to the evaluation of early-stage glaucomatous eyes, such as those with PPG.
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